Quiet Zones & Restrooms
Accessibility Amenities
Quiet Zones

• All locations are created to be multiuse spaces such as feeding infants, pumping areas for lactating staff and volunteers and de-escalation spaces for children and adults who need a moment of calm.
Public Safety Quiet Zone

• This room is perfect for guests who are unable to wait in the kiosk lines, are feeling overwhelmed in the Rotunda, or are feeding infants. Check in at the Public Safety desk to unlock the door and be let in.

• Accessibility tools bin filled with fidgets, noise reducing earmuffs, emotion cards, earplugs, books, weighted blanket and more.
Public Safety Quiet Zone

• First aid medical supplies including AED
• Mini fridge available for milk storage or other medical needs and bottle warmer available upon request.
Parent Resource Room Quiet Zone

• Located in the back left corner of Little Sprouts Farm in The Children’s Museum.

• Additional supports such as noise-reducing earmuffs, soft dolls, busy books, rain sticks, Duplo bricks, blankets, Braille books, weighted blankets and more are contained within the labeled bins.

• Bottle warmer available upon request.
Lower Level Quiet Zone

- Supports on the back of the door
- Comfortable seating and table for nursing needs
- Sink to wash hands and human milk pumping device parts as needed
- Accessibility tools located in a bin under the counter is full of fidgets, headphones, emotional support cards and a 5-lb. weighted blanket.
Mezzanine Level Quiet Zone

- Supports on the back of the door
- Accessibility tools bin full of fidgets, headphones, emotional support cards and a 5-lb. weighted blanket under the counter
- Comfortable seating and table for nursing needs
- Sink to wash hands and human milk pumping device parts as needed
- Infant changing tables have one handle
Concourse Level Restrooms

Universal restroom with adult changing table

Universal restrooms down this hallway

Gendered restrooms
Mezzanine Level Restrooms

Universal restroom and Quiet Zone down this hallway
Lower Level Restrooms

Universal restroom with adult changing table

Quiet Zone

Universal restroom
3 Adult Changing Tables (Each hold up to 400 lb.)

- Concourse Level in the universal restroom on the left
- Mezzanine Level in the universal restroom
- Lower Level in the universal restroom surrounded by bricks

Adult changing tables have two handles
Additional amenities

- Infant changing stations now in ALL bathrooms
- Trash bins installs in all accessible stalls
- Steps for our younger guests
Thank you
cincymuseum.org/accessibility
accessibility@cincymuseum.org